Notable intrafamilial phenotypic variability in a kindred with familial adenomatous polyposis and an \(APC\) mutation in exon 9
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Abstract

Background—The phenotypic spectrum of familial adenomatous polyposis (FAP) varies from the classic appearance of hundreds of adenomatous colonic polyps in the young adult and early onset colorectal cancer, to the occurrence of sparse adenomas in the older adult, “attenuated” FAP, due to mutations at the 5’ or 3’ ends of the \(APC\) gene.

Aims—To investigate marked intrafamilial phenotypic variation occurring in a family with an \(APC\) gene mutation in exon 9.

Patients—An extended kindred of 22 people of whom 16 had colorectal neoplasia and/or were \(APC\) mutation carriers.

Results—Phenotypic manifestation varied from classic FAP to a complete lack of clinical or endoscopic, or biopptic disease in five people in three different generations. This occurred in four of them over two generations, in spite of having a confirmed 11 bp insertion causing a frame shift and stop codon (363) in exon 9 of the \(APC\) gene.

Conclusions—At present, it is assumed that in this family there is alternative splicing of the \(APC\) gene, and/or unidentified modifying genetic factors. The family illustrates the importance of genetic testing in evaluating carrier status and not just clinical examination. This clinical observation also highlights the dilemma in recognising the possible contribution of low penetrance \(APC\) mutations to what has been considered “sporadic” colorectal neoplasia.
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The phenotypic variability in patients with familial adenomatous polyposis (FAP) has been recognised for many years. The most extreme and well described is Gardner’s syndrome, in which there are prominent extracolonic manifestations of disease. By contrast, with identification of the genetic mutation site by linkage and now by direct mutation analysis, a minimal clinical form of disease, “attenuated” FAP, has been recognised. Even when the most definitive clinical expression of FAP, namely multiple adenomatous colonic polyps is absent in the postadolescent, histological changes such as depressed adenomas or even intramucosal adenomas can be shown, suggesting carrier status.

As direct genetic testing became more routine, it was found that the same \(APC\) mutation could cause different clinical manifestations in different families (“interfamilial” phenotypic variation). Clinically, the picture has been further confused by the finding of “intrafamilial” variability of disease expression. This led to the hypothesis that there are genetic–environmental interactions and/or that there may be “modifying” genes in certain families, as has been found in animal models.

Because of the clinical features consistent with high penetrance of the \(APC\) mutation, it has been calculated that in the absence of clinical features by the age of 40 years, there was a high probability (almost 100%) of non-carrier status. Hence, such an individual and his or her descendants would be regarded as disease-free. We present an extended FAP kindred that illustrates the clinical dilemmas that could face the physician as a result of extreme intrafamilial phenotypic variability of disease expression.

Clinical data

Figure 1 shows the family K pedigree (FAP 11). The propositus (III.3) was a 56 year old nurse who was diagnosed as having metastatic colorectal cancer on the background of multiple (more than 100) colonic adenomatous polyps. Because of the clinical diagnosis of FAP, genetic testing for the \(APC\) mutation was done after obtaining informed consent. Further antecedent family clinical details were obtained from her and from her siblings, but were not verifiable. Her father (II.2) had died from “old age” at the age of 82 years. He never had a history of colorectal or neoplastic diseases. His own siblings (II.4, II.5, II.6, II.7) and father (I.1) died at the ages of 50–76 years from colorectal or non-colonc cancer; they were not known to have colonic polyps. The mother of the propositus, who was her husband’s first cousin, committed suicide at the age of 40 years. Neither she nor her immediate family had a history of colorectal or neoplastic disease.

The siblings (III.6, III.7) and daughter (IV.6) of the propositus were asymptomatic.

Abbreviations used in this paper: FAP, familial adenomatous polyposis; CHERPE, congenital hypertrophy of the retinal pigment epithelium.
and invited for clinical examination and genetic testing. Because of the presence of numerous adenomatous colonic polyps (>100 in IV.6 and 30–40 in III.6) and their ages (36 and 50 years), they were advised to have definitive preventive colonic surgery. Patient III.7, aged 48 years, who was completely asymptomatic and had 40–50 colonic adenomas, but no rectal polyps, elected to have an ileorectal anastomosis; the other two had an ileoanal pouch formed with rectal mucosal stripping. Preoperative and postoperative upper endoscopy, using both a side viewing duodenscope and forward viewing gastroscope and taking random biopsy samples, did not show the presence of duodenal adenomatous polyps or fundic gland polyps in any of these three cases. Because of recurrent abdominal pain and the clinical diagnosis of intra-abdominal desmoid, patient III.6 has been prescribed sulindac. Patient IV.6 had been treated for thyrotoxicosis, has subcutaneous nodules on her hands, and postoperative computed tomography (CT) findings are suggestive of an abdominal desmoid but no treatment has been required. Patient IV.9 and IV.12 had their first colonoscopies at ages 31 and 30 years respectively and were each found to have 10 adenomas sized 2 mm and IV.12 also had one of 0.5 cm. They have postponed elective colectomy. In all five patients there was rectal sparing and the polyps were found scattered throughout the colon. IV.10, aged 15 years, has had her first endoscopic examination; no polyps were detected and micro-adenomas were not evident on multiple random biopsy samples. Neither of the two affected children of III.6 have clinical evidence of osteomata and were not examined for congenital hypertrophy of the retinal pigment epithelium (CHRPE). The father (II.2) of the propositus remarried. His new daughter (III.2; half sister to the propositus and having the same APC mutation) had no specific colonic symptoms, but complained of abdominal discomfort and was known to have mild chronic anaemia. She was examined by flexible sigmoidoscopy and twice by colonoscopy; no polyps were identified by the age of 38 years. Fifteen random biopsy specimens were taken systematically throughout the colon and no intramucosal adenomas or histological perturbations were
detected. Upper endoscopy was performed three times and again no polyps were seen or found in random biopsy specimens taken from the duodenum and stomach. Unexpectedly, subtotal villous atrophy was repeatedly found and the patient has been on a gluten-free diet for the past two years. Her abdominal symptoms and anaemia have disappeared and on rebiopsy, minimal remnants of treated coeliac disease were found in the small bowel mucosa. Her three oldest, postadolescent children (IV.1, IV.2, IV.3) were found to be carriers of the same mutation as their mother and in one family branch there is also no macroscopic or microscopic evidence of disease in two generations in spite of being carriers of the same APC mutation as the clinically affected relatives.

### Table 1 Neoplasia in family K (FAP 11), as reported or found at endoscopy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pedigree position</th>
<th>Age (y)</th>
<th>No of polyps/cancer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Propositus*</td>
<td>III.2</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grandfather (paternal);†</td>
<td>I.1</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Father‡</td>
<td>II.2</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncle (paternal)†</td>
<td>II.4</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncle (paternal)‡</td>
<td>II.5</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncle (paternal)‡</td>
<td>II.6</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aunt (paternal)†</td>
<td>II.7</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sister*</td>
<td>III.6</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brother*</td>
<td>III.7</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daughter*</td>
<td>IV.6</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niece*</td>
<td>IV.9</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niece</td>
<td>IV.10</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niece</td>
<td>IV.12</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half-sister*</td>
<td>III.2</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half-nephew*</td>
<td>IV.1</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half-nephew*</td>
<td>IV.2</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half-niece*</td>
<td>IV.3</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Confirmed mutation carriers examined by endoscopy. †Clinical data obtained by history. There were no reports of colonic polyps. CRC, colorectal cancer.

FAP, has now agreed to be tested. Because of the unexpected positive genetic evidence of mutation carrier status without evidence of disease, fresh DNA samples were again taken from III.2 and retested, confirming the previous results. Analysis for the I1307K APC variant is routine and was negative in this family.20

Three microsatellite markers flanking the APC gene (YN5.64 and CB83 proximal and DP1 distal to the gene) were examined on all available direct descendants of the father, II.2 (fig 1). Common alleles were found in all his descendants (III.2, III.3, III.7, and IV.6), and so are presumed to be of the same paternal origin. The second allele of III.2 is different from those of her half siblings III.3 and III.7 and is assumed to represent their different maternal origins (fig 1).

### Discussion

Mutations causing the clinical features of FAP have been found throughout the APC gene on chromosome 5. There have been correlations made between the different mutation types, their sites, and the phenotypic manifestations.14 15 16 17 21 23 24 However, there can be notable variation in intrafamilial phenotype.16 17 As recently discussed in an editorial by Lynch and Smyrk, this spectrum of phenotypic manifestations is “a diagnostic nightmare”.24 It has both diagnostic and therapeutic implications and the contribution of FAP mutations to “sporadic” colorectal cancer needs to be evaluated.24 Even so, in the published series (except in families reported by Evans and colleagues’), there were at least some minimal clinical manifestations of FAP in every adult carrier of APC mutations, in spite of the phenotypic variability. In our kindred, there was not only notable intrafamilial variability of FAP phenotype (numbers of adenomas, age of onset of cancer), but in one branch a lack of FAP clinical manifestations extending over three generations. In this one family branch there is also no macroscopic or microscopic evidence of disease in two generations in spite of being carriers of the same APC mutation as the clinically affected relatives.

Van der Luijt et al described a family with a frame shift mutation located in an alternative splicing region of exon 9 with intrafamilial phenotypic variability (numbers of polyps and age onset of colorectal cancer); one family member, aged 18 years, was reported to be free of polyps.25 In the recent series on attenuated FAP, published by Soravia et al, two kindreds with different mutations within exon 9, but outside the alternative splicing region were described.15 Clinically, these two kindreds showed notable intrafamilial variability in expression of colorectal cancer and/or adenoma; it was suggested that mutations in exon 9 may result in a less severe phenotype. White et al described a cancer prone family having a germline APC mutation (G1n1317), but without the phenotypic features of FAP.26 That family had a missense mutation, which did not result in truncation of the APC gene.
protein. Frayling et al also identified the E1317Q missense \( \text{APC} \) variant in British patients with multiple colorectal adenomas or cancer, but not necessarily having such a family history.\(^{27}\) In our family, there was a large 11 bp insertion, causing a frame shift and premature stop codon, which would be expected to change the function of the protein product. At present, we do not have an explanation for the variability of the FAP phenotype and even its total absence in one family branch having the same mutation. Theoretically, the mutation terminates translation before the alternative splice site, but it has been postulated previously that mutations in the vicinity of the alternatively spliced region of exon 9, 9A, may be excised by the alternative splice, resulting in the production of a shorter protein which is sufficiently functional to prevent polyp production almost completely, at least in some individuals.\(^{27}\) We have not yet examined this hypothesis in our family.

It may be of importance that the branch of our family with the most prominent features of FAP are the descendants of parents who were cousins. The half sibling and her family, having a different mother, may have inherited a modifying protective gene that inhibits manifestation of FAP. In the \( \text{Min} \) mouse model of FAP, the phenotypic manifestation of disease does not entirely mimic human FAP and modifying locus \( \text{Mom} \) was identified on mouse chromosome 4.\(^{4,10} \) The equivalent site in humans is on chromosome 1 and the candidate modifying locus is secretory phospholipase A2.\(^{30} \) However, when examining the possibility that this is the site of a modifying locus in human clinical material and tissues, it could not be confirmed.\(^{30} \)\(^{52} \) Another mouse \( \text{APC} \) model \( Apc^{779} \) that had disruption of the \( \text{COX-2} \) locus showed a dramatic decrease in intestinal polyps. Sequencing the equivalent \( \text{COX-2} \) area in patients with FAP did not show significant perturbations in those with or without multiple polyps.\(^{10} \) Other modifying genes are therefore being searched for, based on discordant sibpairs (Dr I Tomlinson, personal communication). Clearly, environmental factors can also play a role, as shown by the known influence of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs and even dietary intervention in suppressing polyp growth.\(^{10} \)\(^{24} \)\(^{31} \) The clinical implications of our family and those presented in a recent review\(^{24} \) are important. It seems that the absence of macroscopic and even microscopic evidence of familial adenomatous polyposis, even in mature adults, does not preclude \( \text{APC} \) mutation carrier status. If we had not performed mutation analysis, we would not have identified III.2 and her descendants as being mutation carriers and they would not now be under surveillance. The clinical appearance of FAP, at a later age and/or in some future generation, would then mistakenly be called a “spontaneous” mutation or sporadic neoplasia.

In conclusion, family K illustrates both the variable intrafamilial phenotypic manifestations of FAP and also a complete absence of clinical disease in spite of positive mutation carrier status. The implications are that genetic testing of asymptomatic first degree relatives of patients with FAP is essential, even in the absence of clinical disease in adulthood. The biological explanations for this variability need to be evaluated and may have important aetiological and therapeutic implications for what has been regarded as “sporadic” colorectal cancer.
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